Podtronics regulator wiring diagram

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. Podtronics Wiring Diagram show the circuit flow with its impression
rather than a genuine representation. They only provide general information and cannot be used
to repair or examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get
presented with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and
horizontal lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its
wires. A represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the
picture with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Podtronics Wiring
Diagram The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing electrical
circuits and implementing them. Technical FilesClassic British Spares. Related Podtronics
Wiring Diagram. The old rumor has it that Lucas components are not reliable nor should they be
trusted - this goes all the way back to the 's through the 's on vintage British motorcycles and
automobiles that where equipped with Lucas electrical components. I have found over the years
that the problem with Lucas is that the quality was not up standards back then. Podtronics is a
company based out of Middleborough, Massachusetts specializing in economical replacement
parts for your Lucas rectifier and zener diode. Podtronics units are developed specifically for
the use of vintage British motorcycles such as Triumph, BSA, Norton, and many others.
Podtronics offers "all-in-one" units that will replace your current Lucas rectifier and Lucas zener
diode. Podtronics power boxes have a rectifier and zener diode built internally which means a
single box can take the place of 2 Lucas parts - diode and rectifier. Upgrading to such a system
will make your wiring harness simplified and also make your electrical system even more
reliable. Some Podtronics units have a built in capacitor which allows you to run either with a
battery or without a battery - very similar to the E. Weather you have a standard Lucas stator or
a hi-output stator by EMGO there is a Podtronics regulator for you and for your application.
Below is a chart which displays some of the regulator power boxes that Podtronics has to offer
today All units will work as stated above with Triumph, BSA, and Norton models that are
equipped with a 12 volt AC alternator and points in the side casing as found on most "unit
construction models" and later Norton Commando models. The chart below lists all Podtronic
regulators suited for models that are equipped with Lucas AC generators dynamo , 6 volt
system, positive or negative ground as found on many early Triumph, BSA, Norton, and Royal
Enfield models. Upgrading to a Podtronics unit should be a no brainier - period. The problem
with the original Lucas zener diodes and Lucas rectifiers is that they are prone to wear from
vibration and being exposed to harsh elements. Over time a zener diode can fail which could
damage your entire electrical system by overcharging and not regulating the voltage. A rectifier
can also fail allowing AC to leak past the terminals. To this day I have not heard or seen a failed
Podtronics unit. For those that want to ride there vintage British motorcycle and make your
electrical system "bullet proof" a Podtronics unit will do just that. It's robust design allows you
to mount the unit anywhere you choose to. If your ready to simplify your vintage British
motorcycles wiring today while making it "bullet proof" consider installing a Podtronics unit. I
feel more confident on my bike especially on longer trips as I know my Podtronics unit will get
me to my destination! My Triumph Bonneville. After installing the single phase unit, do i remove
the rectifier and zener diode. Simple hook up , but something is wrong. Does a wire attach to the
old rectifier. I followed the instructions. Karl November 25, Rob April 21, Will these units work
with electronic ignition, or would I have to convert back to points and condenser. Tim Klassen
April 08, I installed the Podtronics unit on my Norton Commando All wiring was run correctly
according to your diagram but the ammeter no longer works. I tested the ammeter on my other
Norton and it works fine. Could you tell me if there is a problem with your diagram or should I

simply re-wire from scratch to get it working. Please note, comments must be approved before
they are published. Search Home Expand menu Collapse menu. Tech Expand menu Collapse
menu. Triumph Expand menu Collapse menu. BSA Expand menu Collapse menu. Transmission
Wheel. Norton Expand menu Collapse menu. More Expand menu Collapse menu. Wassell
Evolution Carburetors. Failed Lucas components can also be faulty due to the person working
on the bike - user error. For those that have little or no experience working with electrical - all
Podtronics products come with a simplified wiring diagram to assist during the conversion.
Click here to see my current inventory and selection of Podtronic units. As always I appreciate
you reading today's blog post. Leave a comment Name. Back to News. Podtronics Capacitor. I
have verified this myself and can confirm that it draws just under half a milliamp when
everything on the bike is shutdown. This has been verified by Jean Des Rosiers in a post that
you can read here. I see no parasitic power drain with the original Zener or the Shindengen
units that I like to use compared to the 0. There is an alternative if you want to take the issue of
parasitic drain out of the picture altogether. That is to relocate the Podtronics to the other side
your ignition switch and treat it like the other consumers on the bike. The only downside to
doing this is that you will be reliant upon having the kill switch on your handlebars in order to
cut power to your ignition at the end of a ride. Categories: motorcycles , Tech Articles. Tagged
as: circuit , circuit diagram , commando , electrical , motor bike , motor cycle , motorbike ,
motorcycle , norton , norton commando , podtronics , wiring , wiring diagram. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Categories: motorcycles , Tech Articles Tagged as: circuit , circuit diagram ,
commando , electrical , motor bike , motor cycle , motorbike , motorcycle , norton , norton
commando , podtronics , wiring , wiring diagram. ETX 66C â€” the next chapter part 1. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Just after the turn of the century
as motorized transportation was developing, motorists became aware of the dangers of driving
about after dark. The quotation "A gentleman does not motor about after dark. Acetylene lamps
were mounted on vehicles and served more to warn other motorists of your approaching, and of
limited value to see where you were going. As maximum speeds increased it became necessary
to have more efficient lighting. The battery was a DC direct current device, so now we need a DC
generating device to keep the battery charged. No problem says Lucas, and they began
manufacturing DC dynamos for the British transportation industry. The DC voltage generated by
a DC dynamo is governed by three factors, and each factor has limitations. This value is fixed
by the physical size of the armature, and by the size of the wire. The more turns, the higher the
voltage. The larger the wire, the higher the current. This depends upon the number of turns of
wire and the current passing through the wire. The output voltage will rise until the magnetic
saturation of the pole piece is reached. A regulator works by increasing and decreasing the
current through the field, depending on rpm of armature and load demand. Recognized by
having only one screw holding field coil pole shoe. Recognized by having two screws holding
field coil pole shoe. Keep in mind that Lucas generators were designed and built in England,
which has a rather cool climate, and that power output ratings are nominal. What's wrong with
my generator? Each time the generator begins rotation, it generates a small voltage using the
residual magnetism from the last time it ran. This small voltage is then fed to the field coil,
which induces more magnetism. The increased magnetism then creates a higher voltage in the
armature. Thus the generators literally lifts itself by it's own boot straps. When the desired
voltage is reached, the voltage regulator kicks in to control the maximum voltage output. Open
winding in armature. This test will require a DVM digital volt meter. Because the windings are
connected in series, you must measure the resistance between each adjacent commutator
coppers. And because this is a relatively small coil of large diameter wire, you can expect only a
fraction of an ohm resistance. You must find the same resistance between each adjacent pair of
commutator coppers. If you have an open coil, you will read to total resistance of the remaining
coils in series. This is most often caused by overloading the generator, or a defective regulator.
Armature coil shorted to ground. Check for continuity between the commutator copper to
armature body. Continuity will indicate a shorted coil. Most commonly caused by overheating
and charring of insulation. Armature coil shorted internally to itself. This can only be detected
by a "growler" so you might have to take it to a local armature shop. Defective field coil.
Common problem is overheating due to sticking points on the regulator. The insulation
becomes charred and flakes off with time and vibration. Nominal resistance should be around 2.
A visual inspection is a good idea and will require unwrapping some of the fabric wrapping. If
there is any visual indication of charring, the field coil should be replaced. Testing the generator
Remove the generator from the bike. Connect a temp. Connect one end of another wire to the
hot terminal of a battery. Touch the other end to the D-F terminal jumper. The generator should
motor smoothly, and in the direction of the arrow on the case. It's possible that the generator

will "motor" with an open winding. There is no substitute for testing with a growler. How can a
generator armature become open when it is wound with 20 wire? When the armature is
manufactured it's wound with annealed soft wire. With repeated slow heating and slow cooling,
plus some vibration thrown in, the wire becomes "work hardened". Another test this can be
performed with generator mounted on bike Disconnect the regulator from the generator.
Connect an analog volt meter between this jumper negative and earth positive. Start the bike,
but do NOT rev the motor higher than a fast idle. Because the output is unregulated, voltage will
depend on rpm. You should read maybe volts. Do not run over 15 volts for more than a minute
or you can burn out the generator. This is especially important when using a solid state
regulator because they require a generator output of 0. Disconnect the voltage regulator from
the generator. Touch the other end of this jumper to the "F" terminal on the generator. Maybe
touch it several times holding no more than a second. This should be enough to re-establish the
field magnetism. Early cycles used the short E3H generator which was rated at 48 watts or 8
amps. Around most manufacturers upgraded to the longer E3L generator rated at 60 watts or 10
amps. These instruments were designed to give full output at approx. And considering that the
majority of vintage Brit bikes are ridden during daylight hours, lighting is seldom needed except
perhaps for annual safety inspections. Should I convert to a 12 volt electrical system? The first
question I must ask is Most of the time the reason is to have brighter lights, which I can
certainly understand. The standard 6v. This means your low beam is 24 watts. In this case we
offer an easy solution. A chap in NZ or Aussieland is making a 6v. Not sure, but believe dealers
in Canada stock them. Most Brit bikes with DC generators are 50's vintage, or earlier. Most are
not suitable for high speed freeway cruising except Vincent, of course. This is the most
economical way to achieve 12 volts, but there is one caveat to this method. As mentioned
above, the output voltage depends upon three factors, one of which is the number of turns of
wire on the armature. The 6 v. Notice chronometric speedos have a mark at 30 mph, which was
usually the speed limit back then. If you want it
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to put out 12 volts, you must spin it twice as fast. Not a problem if you ride a Vincent and plan
to cruise the Interstate, but don't plan on putting around town in high gear at 30 mph and
maintain a charged battery. But one advantage will be increased efficiency, thus increasing safe
output to maybe 90 watts. Running a higher powered halogen headlamp should be no problem,
if this is your goal. Disadvantages- You must maintain higher rpm in order to maintain full
output. This involves replacing both the armature and field coil with special units designed for
12 volt operation. The specially wound 12v armature will give you full output at lower rpm. The
special field coil will give maximum magnetic flux whilst drawing a minimum amount of current.
The only drawback, if you can call it that, is you still have a 60 watt instrument. It will be
adequate for normal 12v. Disadvantages- Higher cost for special 12v armature and 12v field coil.
You are still limited to 60 watts output 12v 5 amps.

